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IP Law

Practice area Intellectual property stimulates innovation, creating corporate

identity and brand identity. Plesner’s team is the leading adviser in

Denmark when crucial rights are on the line and for finding the best

way to navigate marketing through regulatory cross fields.

SUB AREAS

Entertainment and Copyright

IP transactions

Patent Law

Product Imitations and Designs

Trademarks, Business Signs and

Domain Names

Trade secrets

Innovation is the foundation for competitiveness and socio-economic growth.

Intellectual property is an incentive and economic basis for investing in future

developments. Balancing exclusive rights, on the one hand, and free competition,

on the other hand, is complex. A creator must be rewarded for its contribution to

the community. But in a market economy, it is also important to ensure that the

creator is not the only one with reasonable access to using new knowledge and

technology.

Intellectual property is also a question of communication and recognizability. It

can be used to create corporate identity and to prevent others from free-riding on

the expectations for the company and its products that it has invested in building.

Complicated rules apply to communication with customers and between

competitors, and in order to ensure effective marketing it is important to be able

to decode such rules. Because communication is often the prerequisite to

success.

This also applies when the product itself is complex, including not least in

relation to medicinal products and the rest of the life science industry.

Companies in these industries further have to comply with additional regulatory

requirements and restrictions, and it is crucial to be able to navigate such

requirements.

https://plesner.com/en/sub-practice-area/entertainment-and-copyright
https://plesner.com/en/sub-practice-area/ip-transactions
https://plesner.com/en/sub-practice-area/patent-law
https://plesner.com/en/sub-practice-area/product-imitations-and-designs
https://plesner.com/en/sub-practice-area/trademarks-business-signs-and-domain-names
https://plesner.com/en/sub-practice-area/trade-secrets
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Plesner's IP, Life Science and Marketing Law Team has the privilege of assisting

large and medium companies with their most complex advice and disputes.

Through long-standing and trusting relations, we have gained comprehensive

understanding of our clients’ commercial reality. We conduct cases before all of

the Danish courts, the Unified Patent Court and the Court of Justice of the

European Union, and we assist our clients with the administrative handling of

their rights and help them conclude agreements on such rights. 

Cases

Case  News 14.11.2023

Zebra's design protected by copyright

Case  News 23.10.2023

The Eastern High Court upholds Sonion's preliminary injunction against Huawei and Sony

Case  News 30.11.2022

The Court of Justice of the European Union upholds practices regarding parallel import of

medicinal products

Case  News 22.06.2022

Sonion successful in patent litigation against Huawei and Sony

Case  News 27.04.2022

Demant A/S intends to divest its Hearing Implants business

Case  News 27.01.2022

Trade secrets exploited by competitor. Injunction granted, recall ordered and DKK 4 million

awarded in damages

https://plesner.com/en/insights/highligts/2023/11/zebras-design-protected-by-copyright
https://plesner.com/en/insights/highligts/2023/10/the-eastern-high-court-upholds-sonions-preliminary-injunction-against-huawei-and-sony
https://plesner.com/en/insights/highligts/2022/11/the-cjeu-upholds-practices-regarding-parallel-import-of-medicinal-products
https://plesner.com/en/insights/highligts/2022/06/sonion-successful-in-patent-litigation-against-huawei-and-sony
https://plesner.com/en/insights/highligts/2022/05/demant-as-intends-to-divest-its-hearing-implants-business
https://plesner.com/en/insights/articles/2022/01/trade-secrets-exploited-by-competitor
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Our specialists

Eva Wittrup Sodemann

Attorney-at-Law

Mobile +45  29  81  91  32

Direct +45  36  94  22  58

Ema il ewso@plesner.com

Michala Kragmann

Attorney-at-Law,Director

Mobile +45  30  20  34  18

Direct +45  36  94  14  28

Ema il mkn@plesner.com

Sture Rygaard

Attorney-at-Law (H),
Partner

Mobile +45  29  99  30  43

Direct +45  36  94  11  18

Ema il sry@plesner.com

Majbrit Ahm Jungdal

Attorney-at-Law

Mobile +45  29  81  52  40

Direct +45  36  94  22  24

Ema il ma ju@plesner.com

Nikolai Seltoft

Attorney-at-Law (L),
Director,LL.M.,HD(IB),Esq.

Mobile +45  21  94  72  32

Direct +45  36  94  15  57

Ema il nise@plesner.com

Emil Jurcenoks

Attorney-at-Law (L),
Partner

Mobile +45  30  86  92  15

Direct +45  36  94  15  07

Ema il eju@plesner.com

Mette Hygum Clausen

Attorney-at-Law,
Senior Counsel

Mobile +45  30  93  71  08

Direct +45  36  94  12  81

Ema il mhc@plesner.com

Kasper Frahm

Attorney-at-Law (H),
Partner,LL.M.

Mobile +45  29  99  30  39

Direct +45  36  94  13  31

Ema il kfr@plesner.com

Peter-Ulrik Plesner

Attorney-at-Law (H),
Of Counsel

Mobile +45  21  76  00  20

Direct +45  36  94  13  79

Ema il pup@plesner.com

Kim Wagner

European Patent Attorney,
Senior Counsel,MSc,
PhD Chemistry

Mobile +45  26  15  65  11

Direct +45  36  94  25  95

Ema il kiwa@plesner.com

Sofie Beiter Arreskov

Attorney-at-Law,Director

Mobile +45  29  24  80  28

Direct +45  36  94  14  24

Ema il sba@plesner.com

Rasmus Korsgaard

Attorney-at-Law,Manager

Mobile +45  29  81  52  39

Direct +45  36  94  22  38

Ema il rako@plesner.com

https://plesner.com/en/our-people/eva-wittrup-sodemann
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/eva-wittrup-sodemann
tel:%2B4529819132
tel:%2B4536942258
mailto:ewso@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/michala-kragmann
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/michala-kragmann
tel:%2B4530203418
tel:%2B4536941428
mailto:mkn@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/sture-rygaard
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/sture-rygaard
tel:%2B4529993043
tel:%2B4536941118
mailto:sry@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/majbrit-ahm-jungdal
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/majbrit-ahm-jungdal
tel:%2B4529815240
tel:%2B4536942224
mailto:maju@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/nikolai-seltoft-nise
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/nikolai-seltoft-nise
tel:%2B4521947232
tel:%2B4536941557
mailto:nise@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/emil-jurcenoks
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/emil-jurcenoks
tel:%2B4530869215
tel:%2B4536941507
mailto:eju@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mette-hygum-clausen
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mette-hygum-clausen
tel:%2B4530937108
tel:%2B4536941281
mailto:mhc@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/kasper-frahm
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/kasper-frahm
tel:%2B4529993039
tel:%2B4536941331
mailto:kfr@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/peter-ulrik-plesner
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/peter-ulrik-plesner
tel:%2B4521760020
tel:%2B4536941379
mailto:pup@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/kim-wagner-kiwa
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/kim-wagner-kiwa
tel:%2B4526156511
tel:%2B4536942595
mailto:kiwa@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/sofie-beiter-arreskov
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/sofie-beiter-arreskov
tel:%2B4529248028
tel:%2B4536941424
mailto:sba@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/rasmus-korsgaard
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/rasmus-korsgaard
tel:%2B4529815239
tel:%2B4536942238
mailto:rako@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mette-marie-henrichsen
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mette-h%C3%B8jlund-lindstr%C3%B8m
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mikkel-vittrup
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/michael-hopp
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Mette-Marie Henrichsen

Attorney-at-Law,Director

Mobile +45  21  94  18  28

Direct +45  36  94  24  69

Ema il mmhn@plesner.com

Mette Højlund Lindstrøm

Attorney-at-Law,Manager

Mobile +45  21  89  07 27

Direct +45  36  94  24  19

Ema il mhlm@plesner.com

Mikkel Vittrup

Attorney-at-Law (H),
Partner

Mobile +45  29  99  30  74

Direct +45  36  94  13  92

Ema il mvi@plesner.com

Michael Hopp

Attorney-at-Law (L),
Partner

Mobile +45  29  99  30  14

Direct +45  36  94  13  06

Ema il mho@plesner.com

Christian L. Bardenfleth

Attorney-at-Law (H),
Partner

Mobile +45  23  61  67 16

Direct +45  36  94  12  30

Ema il chb@plesner.com

Niels Chr. Ellegaard

Attorney-at-Law (L),
Partner

Mobile +45  29  99  30  71

Direct +45  36  94  12  68

Ema il nce@plesner.com

Jakob Dolmer

Attorney-at-Law

Mobile +45  21  89  92  79

Direct +45  36  94  21  69

Ema il jado@plesner.com

Ratings

2024 The  Lega l 500

Within Intellectual property, Plesner is a first tier firm. 

"Plesner’s IP team has exceptional technical understanding and in combination

with their strong patent litigation foundation, they are unique in Denmark"

2024 Managing IP Awards

Denmark Patent Disputes Firm of the Year

Denmark Copyright & Design Firm of the Year

https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mette-marie-henrichsen
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mette-marie-henrichsen
tel:%2B4521941828
tel:%2B4536942469
mailto:mmhn@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mette-h%C3%B8jlund-lindstr%C3%B8m
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mette-h%C3%B8jlund-lindstr%C3%B8m
tel:%2B4521890727
tel:%2B4536942419
mailto:mhlm@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mikkel-vittrup
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/mikkel-vittrup
tel:%2B4529993074
tel:%2B4536941392
mailto:mvi@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/michael-hopp
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/michael-hopp
tel:%2B4529993014
tel:%2B4536941306
mailto:mho@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/christian-l-bardenfleth
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/christian-l-bardenfleth
tel:%2B4523616716
tel:%2B4536941230
mailto:chb@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/niels-chr-ellegaard
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/niels-chr-ellegaard
tel:%2B4529993071
tel:%2B4536941268
mailto:nce@plesner.com
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/jakob-dolmer
https://plesner.com/en/our-people/jakob-dolmer
tel:%2B4521899279
tel:%2B4536942169
mailto:jado@plesner.com
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2024 Chambers G loba l

Plesner is listed in "Band 1" as regards Intellectual Property.

"The lawyers are very responsive and provide succinct advice"

"The law firm has strong expertise in IP matters. The lawyers are pragmatic and

client-focused, with strong commercial acumen"

"Plesner has a very experienced team with an excellent reputation. It is

impressive in its handling of patent litigation matters in the life sciences sector"

2023 The  G loba l IP Awards

Plesner named "Trademark Litigation Firm of the Year for Denmark"

2023 The  Lega l 500

Within Intellectual property, Plesner is a first tier firm.

"Plesner are the leading patent firm in Denmark. They offer a golden service to all

their clients. They are a very integrated team. They help each other, are open to

discussion and listen carefully, outstanding in cross-border cooperation"

"Plesner is undoubtedly the top team in Denmark for IP, and in particular life

sciences patents disputes. They are at the top of their game with excellent work,

and dishing out excellent advice. Hugely collaborative and a pleasure to work

with"

"The IP team at Plesner really works as a team. The team’s involvement of external

parties such as patent advisers and the management of the court cases is very

professional and efficient"

2023 Chambers G loba l

Plesner is listed in "Band 1" as regards Intellectual Property. 

"Plesner is the most well-placed law firm for pharmaceutical patent litigation in

Denmark. It has a very good understanding of the pharmaceutical industry"

"The team provides top-rated client service and commercial awareness"

"The depth of the team's legal knowledge is impressive"

"The lawyers are very responsive and swift in making sure that they confirm our

requests"

"Plesner is one of the best law firms dealing with complex IP matters"
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2023 Managing IP Awards

Denmark Patent Disputes Firm of the Year

Denmark Trademark Firm of the Year - Law Firms 

Denmark Copyright & Design Firm of the Year

Europe Patent Litigation Team of the Year

2022 IP Stars

As the only law firm in Denmark, Plesner is ranked in Tier 1 as regards Copyright &

Related Rights, Patent Contentious, Trade Mark Contentious and Trade Mark

Prosecution - Law Firms.

2022 The  Lega l 500

Within Intellectual property, Plesner is a first tier firm.

"The IP Team at Plesner are always delivering high quality work in a relaxed trust-

based atmosphere. Compared to other law firms in Denmark, they have a unique

ability to understand the commercial setting in which their clients act"

"They can translate complex matters into advice that is easily understood and can

be used internally to business stakeholders. All employees are highly skilled

within their area of expertise and seniority and always act with high integrity and

engagement regardless of the size and complexity of the assignment"

"The Plesner team stand out as the largest patent litigation team in Denmark.

They are a preferred choice by several pharma brands and by many other patent

owners, eg. within the food industry, hearing aids and many other tech areas.

They are thorough, open-minded and innovative in their approach. I think they are

excellent at what they do"

"Plesner’s IP team is a very skilled and at the same time pragmatic team. They are

friendly, easy to work and communicate with and never over-complicate things"

2022 Chambers G loba l

Plesner is listed in "Band 1" as regards Intellectual Property.

"The Plesner team has an ever welcoming approach and a very high level of

knowledge both of our company and of the IP regulation"
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2022 Managing IP Awards

Denmark Patent Contentious Firm of the Year

Denmark Copyright & Design Firm of the Year


